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ABSTRACT

Organizations are increasingly reliant on third-party software products to expedite their own development cycles, often incorporating numerous components into their end systems, resulting in a lack of transparency in software dependencies. Malicious actors exploit this, leading to Software Supply Chain (SSC) attacks with substantial economic and security damages. To mitigate this threat, the Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) concept was introduced. It details software components and their supply chain relationships, thus enhancing SSC transparency. Unfortunately, SBOM adoption still remains limited. While previous studies identified some reasons behind this, they overlooked the perspectives of different business stakeholder groups involved in SBOM’s lifecycle.

In this work, we address this gap by studying business stakeholder groups directly involved in SBOM production and consumption. The main goal of this work is to identify which groups can drive or inhibit SBOM adoption and the rationale behind this behavior. By conducting interviews with the group representatives, we identified stakeholder-specific risks, benefits, concerns and incentives regarding SBOM adoption. Our analysis suggests that SBOM adoption potential is higher among System Integrators and Software Vendors. At the same time, B2B customers and Individual Developers have the least motivation, inhibiting the process of SBOM adoption. Given that these are the main SBOM consuming and supplying stakeholders correspondingly, we conclude that the overall adoption potential of this technology is currently limited and requires considerable external impulse.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Software maintenance tools; Software configuration management and version control systems; • Security and privacy → Vulnerability management; Human and societal aspects of security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Organizations increasingly depend on software products and services [35]. Growing industry demand calls for faster software development cycles, leading developers to rely on third-party components implementing the required functionality [57]. Martínez and Durán [23] estimate that 85 to 97% of commercial software products comprise open-source software (OSS) components, and an even higher percentage may depend on proprietary packages, which often rely on other solutions [12].

An issue prevalent within complex Software Supply Chains (SSC) is that stakeholders involved in software development maintain inadequate records of the components they utilize. A lack of transparency regarding these dependencies leads to ambiguity concerning the software’s composition [52]. As the software progresses through the SSC, even a transparent initial picture becomes completely matte. Consequently, software end-users (i.e., the consuming stakeholders) have a limited understanding of what software elements run on their infrastructure [46, 47]. Malicious actors milk this unawareness by committing software supply chain attacks, which exploit downstream software components to seize upstream solutions [25, 47]. The SolarWinds case is a prominent example [53] of such an attack resulting in economic damages surpassing billions of dollars [35]. More recent examples include MOVEit [43] and 3CX [15] attacks. In the former case [43], hackers found several zero-days in the MOVEit app used by organizations to transfer files between computers. Through this software, they compromised a major payroll service provider and got access to its customers, including BBC and British Airways [43]. Currently, the number of victims has already reached 400, and counting [20]. In the latter case [15], adversaries compromised 3CX Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) desktop client and used it to infect companies’ machines.

To mitigate the risks related to these attacks, Software Bill of Materials (SBOM), a record that describes various components used in building software and their supply chain relationships [16], was proposed. SBOM should accompany supplied software, thus, increasing
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2 METHODOLOGY

In this research, we adopt an exploratory empirical study approach to gain new qualitative insights into the relevant concerns and incentives most important to business software supply chain (SSC) stakeholders, which may have restrained or promoted SBOM adoption thus far or have the potential to do so in the future. Figure 1 presents an overview of the applied methodology, consisting of three phases. In this section, we provide a detailed overview of these phases and the methods used in each of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Preparation &amp; Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature Study</td>
<td>Stakeholder Groups Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview Questions Development</td>
<td>Protocol Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Approval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Empirical Data Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants Recruitment</td>
<td>Pilot Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-structured Interviews</td>
<td>Transcription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 3</th>
<th>Analysis &amp; Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thematic Analysis</td>
<td>Frequency Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM Analysis</td>
<td>SWOT Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Overview of research methodology

2.1 Phase One: Preparation & Planning

The goal of this phase is to set up the research stage and prepare for the interviews ensuring their quality and relevance. It also aims to address certain limitations, particularly the need to avoid researcher bias. To ensure the originality of our idea and to obtain hints about potential questions and the involved stakeholder groups, we started this phase with careful examination of the relevant literature.

SBOM does not exist in a vacuum; it is a part of the software production business, which involves various stakeholder groups. For our study, we selected the ones who are directly involved in SBOM production/consumption: B2B Customers (B2B), System Integrators (SI), Software Vendors (SV), and Developers (DEV). Therefore, stakeholder groups such as government bodies, SBOM format and tools providers, and external security companies are excluded from the scope of this research despite their potential interests in the SBOM field. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first who explore stakeholders’ incentives and concerns regarding SBOM according to their position in the software production business chain rather than their involvement in the SBOM lifecycle (e.g., Linux Foundation study [21] splits split stakeholders into SBOM producers and consumers). This gives us a unique view of their SBOM adoption attitude from the business-needs perspective.

So as our research encompasses the study of different stakeholder groups, we stick to the semi-structured interview design. To ensure comprehensiveness, we developed a set of open-ended interview questions. These questions start with broad inquiries, deliberately avoiding any specific introduction to incentives and concerns or related topics. This approach is crucial for minimizing researcher bias and collecting valuable data for analysis. Then, we ask more specific questions based on the literature studies’ [18, 27, 50, 51] findings. Contrary to the previous studies [21, 50], in this work, we rely on open-ended questions that contribute to a more nuanced
understanding of the research and uncovering missing data [39]. Since participants have the freedom to respond openly, they might provide insights and perspectives that the researcher hadn’t anticipated. This can lead to the discovery of new angles and themes.

In collaboration with the research ethics department, we developed the research protocol for our study (see Appendix A). This protocol underwent two iterations to ensure comprehensive coverage of all potential risks. We obtained ethical approval from our Institutional Review Board to conduct this research. From all interview participants, we got explicit consent for the anonymized processing of the results.

### 2.2 Phase Two: Empirical Data Collection

Finding the right interviewees is paramount to obtaining valuable insights. For this study, we partnered with an international security software production and service provider company. We recruited our B2B representatives among their customers; SI and SV participants were employed among the software providers to their customers using connections and the good reputation of our partner. Finally, DEV-group interviewees were found among the developers working on SBOM-related projects on GitHub by contacting them through publicly available email addresses. As a result, we recruited 16 individuals for this study. Table 1 reports their demographic information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Work Experience (years)</th>
<th>SBOM Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>20+</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>expert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants’ knowledge levels were distinguished based on their direct experience with SBOM. Only two participants had limited familiarity with SBOM, while the majority displayed a good understanding of the concept. Work experience was another crucial factor considered among the participants, particularly their years in the software industry. This information added valuable context to the insights gained during the interviews.

To refine the questionnaire, we conducted two pilot interviews within the collaborating organization, incorporating perspectives from both technical and C-level individuals. The pilot study was vital in identifying potential ambiguities. Through an iterative process, we addressed these ambiguities and incorporated relevant concerns raised during the pilot study into the final questionnaire.

To maintain consistency, we followed a systematic approach in conducting the interviews. Starting from the B2B groups, the interviews progressed along the SSC hierarchy, ensuring a comprehensive understanding of perspectives and experiences. Care was taken to prevent earlier interview findings from unduly influencing subsequent interviews.

The interviews lasted approximately one hour. The interviews were audio-recorded and then transcribed with the help of a speech-to-text state-of-the-art tool running on a local machine [3]. The first author then additionally verified and edited the extracted text.

### 2.3 Phase Three: Analysis & Conclusions

To make conclusions and obtain actionable knowledge from our study, we scrutinized the empirically gathered data by applying three types of analysis.

First, we conducted a thematic analysis to identify the most interesting themes derived from the interviews following the six-step plan proposed by Braun and Clarke [11], which includes: 1) exploration; 2) coding; 3) theme identification; 4) revision & refinement; 5) defining & organizing; and 6) presentation. During the first step, we became familiar with the dataset and then carefully examined it three times. During the second step, we systematically identified relevant data units, such as specific phrases, sentences, or paragraphs, and labeled them for later reference, capturing anything that stood out and seemed interesting and insightful. The theme identification step required more time and closer attention. This step is based on patterns, connections, and frequently recurring concept recognition within the coded data. We grouped different codes into overarching themes representing significant aspects or ideas emerging from the data. To ensure the accuracy of the themes, the entire dataset was screened twice. We developed initial themes after the first screening, and the second screening helped us to verify whether all essential data was included and to refine some theme names. In Step 5, we provided clear definitions of the identified themes and selected the themes that fall into four categories relevant to this study: 1) SSC risks, 2) expected SBOM benefits, 3) concerns regarding, and 4) incentives for SBOM adoption. As a result of this analysis, we obtained themes grouped into categories and the corresponding semantic units.

According to Kuckartz [22], the themes themselves and the corresponding identified semantic units constitute the thematic analysis’s main findings. At the same time, if a particular theme is only addressed by one participant and not by others, its significance may be relatively low and should be given less attention later on [26]. Therefore, secondly, we applied the frequency analysis. This type of analysis helps researchers to weigh the importance of identified themes, enabling them to uncover deeper relationships and patterns, potentially leading to more relevant and novel insights. In the context of our study, it allowed us to estimate the themes’ importance for each stakeholder group.

Third, we employed the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [45]. According to this model, the adoption of technology by users depends on its perceived usefulness (users are more likely to accept and
use technology if they believe it will enhance their performance, productivity, or effectiveness in achieving their goals) and perceived ease of use (users are more likely to accept a technology if they perceive it as easy to learn, use, and integrate into their existing routines). We use TAM to ponder SBOM adoption within each stakeholder group.

Finally, we applied SWOT analysis [28, 48]. SWOT, which stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats, is a widely used framework for assessing the potential of new technology by evaluating internal and external factors. It helps to identify the technology’s internal strengths and weaknesses, as well as external opportunities and threats, to understand its viability in the given context. It facilitates gaining a comprehensive understanding of the current situation, making more informed decisions and developing effective strategies. Based on the identified incentives and concerns and their importance, we drew SWOT matrices for each stakeholder group. This allowed us to make clear what factors can be used and how to strengthen SBOM adoption potential within each stakeholder group. Moreover, knowing the business relations between different groups, we are able to propose some strategies on how to promote the spread of this technology.

3 FINDINGS

In this section, we discuss the main findings of our study. We start our analysis by identifying the SSC risks perceived by stakeholders and their outlook on expected SBOM benefits (Section 3.1). By correlating these factors, we can assess whether SBOM is likely to address or mitigate the identified risks, thus concluding on the value of this technology in general. Then in Section 3.2, we extract the stakeholders’ incentives and concerns regarding SBOM adoption, identifying the factors that accelerate or slow down the embrace of this technology. In Section 3.3, we split these factors according to SWOT categories and draw conclusions about the adoption potential of this technology in each stakeholder group. This helps us to figure out which groups and in what way should be targeted to promote SBOM adoption.

3.1 Perceived SSC Risks and Expected SBOM Benefits

To find out how to drive SBOM adoption, we need to figure out what are the most important SSC risks stakeholders perceive and what their anticipations are about the benefits provided by SBOM. The more risks the technology is expected to address or mitigate, the higher its value and the stronger the appetite of the corresponding group to adopt it. Table 2 lists the most significant SSC risks perceived by stakeholders, while Table 3 reports expected SBOM benefits. The percentages represent the fraction of participants within each stakeholder group mentioning the corresponding theme.

As we can see from Table 2, the fear of Compromised Components emerges as the most prominent risk, highlighted by 44% of all participants. It is clear that SBOM cannot fully address this risk, and the stakeholders do not expect that. However, the risk can be mitigated given Transparency and Better Vulnerability Management ensured by SBOM. Indeed, companies would be able to discover vulnerabilities in their software faster and would be able to install barriers to limit their exploitation until the patch is deployed. Moreover, they would be able to ask their software integrators for the patches, thus creating pressure along the SSC to develop updates faster. Not surprisingly, these are the most expected and valuable stakeholders’ benefits: 81% of participants agreed that the main SBOM advantage is Enhanced Transparency and the same percentage mentioned Better Vulnerability Management. In this respect, expected SBOM benefits partially cover the SSC risk.

The risk of Absent or Slow Response follows as the second most cited theme, mentioned by 38% of all participants. For instance, P5[B2B] mentioned that they were “actively reaching out to their suppliers to inquire about the use of components” related to the Log4Shell vulnerability, as they lacked visibility about it themselves. The Transparency benefit, if facilitated by SBOM, can eliminate this risk. Indeed, consumers might not even need to contact the providers of the software if they have an accurate SBOM for it.

Another notable risk is Maintenance and Support of Components (25%). For example, P12[DEV] noted that “maintenance of OSS projects often relies on a small group of people who do it for fun.” If they lose interest or no longer have the time, they may discontinue their maintenance efforts. P14[SV] also mentioned this and related it also with “freshness risk”, indicating the extent to which a component has not been updated over time. The Transparency (identified by 81% of the interviewees) and Educated Suppliers Selection (mentioned by 25% of the respondents) benefits are called to mitigate this risk. Indeed, if those benefits come true, it would be easier for software consumers to select solutions that do not contain outdated or pure-maintained components [8]. Unfortunately, preemptive assessment of the software solutions and their SBOM is not always possible. While almost all participants (75%) agree with the idea of preemptive access for Educated Suppliers Selection, some, e.g., P9[SI], noted that it is often not feasible due to the uncertain nature of the final product at the time of software acquisition. Significant changes occur during the development and integration phases, making obtaining corresponding SBOMs in advance impossible. Participants who support this idea rely primarily on Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software products.

Regarding License Violations risk, P6[SV] is one of the three participants (19%) who mentioned complications related to stringent OSS licenses, leading to issues in the past year, primarily involving the legal department. This risk can be mitigated simply by having access to more accurate information. Nevertheless, this is something that “often goes wrong,” as mentioned by P10[DEV]. In this respect, the expected Better License Management benefit, mentioned by 25% of all participants, would help to address this risk. At the same time, P9[SI] offers a different perspective, suggesting that if one encounters licensing problems, it simply means that “they did not do their homework sufficiently.”

An interesting trend, although not frequently mentioned, is related to the risk of Staff Reduction by software-consuming organizations. Participant P9[SI] expressed the view that security staff cannot compete with the larger workforce employed by major cloud companies, leading to the perception that security staff is no longer necessary. However, this poses a challenge as it results in a significant reduction in in-house security expertise. This perspective aligns with the finding regarding the increasing shift in responsibility for seeking vulnerabilities and ensuring security,
Table 2: Perceived SSC Risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Description Groups</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compromised Components</td>
<td>50% 67% 0% 60% 44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent or Slow Response</td>
<td>50% 0% 50% 40% 38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components Maintenance and Support</td>
<td>0% 33% 25% 40% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License Violations</td>
<td>0% 0% 50% 20% 19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Reduction</td>
<td>0% 33% 0% 0% 6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Expected SBOM Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit Description Groups</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better Vulnerability Management</td>
<td>100% 67% 75% 80% 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>75% 100% 75% 80% 81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated Suppliers Selection</td>
<td>25% 33% 0% 40% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better License Management</td>
<td>0% 33% 25% 40% 25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with 25% of total participants indicating a shift towards suppliers, including cloud providers. Unfortunately, from our point of view, SBOM cannot address or mitigate this risk.

3.2 SBOM Adoption Incentives and Concerns

3.2.1 SBOM Adoption Incentives. Various positive factors become evident during (the analysis of) the interviews that indicate their importance for certain stakeholder groups. We interpret these factors as incentives to adopt SBOM. Table 4 lists the most significant adoption incentives perceived by stakeholders.

Compliance is among the most popular SBOM incentives mentioned by 44% of all participants. This percentage encompasses both regulatory compliance and industry standard compliance. Notably, 60% of developers indicated that regulatory compliance is an important adoption incentive for the SSC in general, while they personally do not encounter this incentive. Hence, we did not include their replies in the table – with their answers included, the percentage would be even higher. Moreover, specific interview questions about laws and regulations revealed that 69% of participants consider compliance crucial for SBOM adoption. P3[B2B] emphasized that, despite idealistic perspectives, regulations would ultimately drive SBOM adoption: “it can create demand and awareness among users and also push suppliers to establish governance to ensure high data quality.”

For SVs and SIs, Compliance appears to be one of the dominant adoption incentives: 75% of SVs and 100% of SIs mentioned this incentive. These numbers align closely with the ones (50% of SVs and 100% of SIs) related to Improved Reputation or Trust factor that these groups also consider highly important. Unfortunately, as emphasized by P8[SV] on multiple occasions, there is currently no established industry standard for SBOMs; therefore, nothing to comply with. To encourage adoption among SVs and SIs, the establishment of industry standards is crucial. Certifying suppliers on their SBOMs could play a role in this regard (P3[B2B], P8[SV]), ensuring adherence to specific standards and practices, thereby fostering trust and confidence in the software components provided. Certification would enable suppliers to demonstrate their commitment to security and quality assurance. As noted by P3[B2B], certification, and thus knowing that a supplier uses SBOMs, can be more crucial than the specific contents of SBOMs themselves. Moreover, it can be an effective marketing tool during sales pitches, as mentioned by P7[SI]. Additionally, certification streamlines the evaluation process for customers, allowing them to rely on the certification as an indicator of a supplier’s compliance with industry
Additionally, preemptive access to COTS software, identified as an incentive, contributes to higher transparency of the supplied software that can improve security measures and mitigate the risks of being affected by cyber attacks. With the appropriate component metadata, customers often do not trust and reputation. It provides customers with an additional opportunity to verify the quality of what they are acquiring, although, as indicated by the experience of P8[SV], customers often do not avail themselves of this option.

Developers indicate that their Improved Reputation or Trust incentives lie more in the improved recognition and exposure achieved via SBOM. With the appropriate component metadata related to supplier names incorporated into SBOMs, P12[DEV] believes that “if you produce SBOMs yourself, other parties are more likely to use the software and include it in their SBOM, which in turn helps with exposure.” Similarly, P13[DEV] expresses the importance of recognition for their development endeavors.

### Table 4: SBOM Adoption Incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incentive</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Mandatory or voluntary (but giving a competitive advantage) compliance with laws, regulations, or industry standards</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Security of Consumed Software</td>
<td>SBOM (indirectly) contributes to higher transparency of the consumed software that can improve security measures and mitigate the risks of being affected by cyber attacks</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Reputation or Trust</td>
<td>SBOM is adopted because it improves the reputation or trust of the software producers</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time or Effort Savings</td>
<td>SBOM is adopted due to time or effort savings</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Quality of Supplied Software</td>
<td>SBOM adoption may contribute to the improvement of the supplied software</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical and Ideological</td>
<td>SBOM is adopted due to its alignment with ideological or ethical principles</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another important adoption incentive emerges from the potential for SBOMs to contribute to Improved Reputation or Trust of suppliers, as well as the recognition and exposure of developers. In general, many SVs (50%) and SIs (100%) indicate that reputation and trust are highly significant incentives for them. For instance, P1[SI] and P7[SI] explicitly mention the belief that SBOMs will enhance trust in them as suppliers. Overall, participants emphasize the importance of trust. If SBOMs can contribute to its improvement, this presents a strong incentive. This aligns with quality management programs in which P4[SV], P6[SV], P9[SI], and P14[SV] intend to incorporate SBOM. P6[SV] suggests that improving quality should lead to reduced reputational damage. B2B customers did not directly mention that SBOMs would generate more trust for them.

However, P3[B2B] stated an interest solely in whether suppliers use SBOMs and not their specific contents because this fact elevates the expectations about the reliability of the supplied software. Additionally, preemptive access to COTS software, identified as an advantage for educated supplier selection, could also contribute to trust and reputation. It provides customers with an additional opportunity to verify the quality of what they are acquiring, although, as indicated by the experience of P8[SV], customers often do not avail themselves of this option.

Developers indicate that their Improved Reputation or Trust incentives lie more in the improved recognition and exposure achieved via SBOM. With the appropriate component metadata related to supplier names incorporated into SBOMs, P12[DEV] believes that “if you produce SBOMs yourself, other parties are more likely to use the software and include it in their SBOM, which in turn helps with exposure.” Similarly, P13[DEV] expresses the importance of recognition for their development endeavors.

Time or Effort Savings is also cited by a high number of participants. Especially the B2B and SV stakeholder groups see this incentive, with 75% mentioning this in both groups. Two noteworthy aspects emerge in this context. First, it pertains to the value SBOM brings to identifying known vulnerabilities within a software stack. Log4j serves as an example, leaving an impression on 44% of participants. Additionally, 31% mention the potential usefulness of SBOM in similar scenarios, contributing to time and effort savings. P6[SV] highlights that it could have easily saved them 240 hours, stating, “That’s bizarre, given that it was essentially just SBOM functionality.” P3[B2B] shares this concern, evaluating that it took them a month before everything was sorted out: “Suppliers also sometimes respond quite tough, or not at all, or they didn’t know either.” P12[DEV] affirms the use case, framing it more as something that will aid SSC stakeholders in general rather than developers. The second aspect contributing to Time or Effort Savings involves stakeholders outsourcing (part of) their security operations to external organizations.

Improved Quality of Supplied Software is particularly important for SVs and SIs, as it is solely indicated by these stakeholders. In a sense, it closely aligns with the incentive of enhanced security for consumed software, but for these stakeholder groups, security falls under the umbrella of supplied software quality. An intriguing finding related to quality assurance emerges from the internal use case. By consuming SBOMs generated themselves, SIs and SVs can swiftly identify risks and vulnerabilities for their customers. This internal use case was mentioned by 31% of the participants, with 100% and 50% of SI and SV respondents correspondingly. This case aligns with our other findings. First, there is a discernible shift in responsibility regarding security, as highlighted by 25% of the
participants. The increase in Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) products has led to less involvement of B2B customers in the software supply appraisal, leading them to assume that vendors should take care of software security. Therefore, 38% of participants indicate that they indeed rely on established, large vendors and well-known software components. Second, by not having to consume SBOMs themselves, B2B customers could save a lot of time and effort.

4 out of 5 developers (80%), who participated in our study, mentioned their engagement in open-source development is due to Ethical and Ideological incentives. Half of them indicated that the same factor also incentivizes them to adopt SBOM for their open-source components. P16[DEV] perceives their SBOM contributions as the ability “to have a net positive impact on security”, which motivates their involvement in SBOM projects. P13[DEV] asserts, “The whole purpose of open-source development is to be open and to allow everyone to use the thing that we develop. So in order to have that incentive for them to use our software, we need some transparency.”

Interestingly, while answering the main questions, nobody mentioned direct monetary value as an incentive, which was very surprising to us. However, after discussing the financial aspects of SBOM with the participants, we found out that SBOM is mainly considered as costs rather than gains. Indeed, the main groups that can charge for SBOMs are SIs, SVs and DEVs. However, they do not consider SBOM as an accompanying service that can be sold to their customers. Currently, SBOM provision is required if one supplies software to US government agencies (according to EO14028 [2]). For individual developers, according to P10[DEV], if they work for these agencies, there is already sufficient incentive to adopt SBOMs in order to continue to collaborate with them. Similarly, commercial suppliers receive substantial financial compensation for providing software to these agencies. These financial gains justify suppliers’ investments in generating and delivering SBOMs alongside their software.

At the same time, 75% of B2B customers are willing to incur additional costs given the SBOM is useful for them. 57% of the SV and SI interviewees believe that they can effectively transfer these costs to their customers. One SV participant was an exception, indicating they could not pass on the costs. However, a question persists (raised by P2[B2B]) regarding the direct allocation of these costs and the potential for customers to choose: “If you can obtain an SBOM by paying for it, can you also purchase products without an SBOM and receive a discount?” It appears that introducing this additional aspect would introduce a heightened complexity and challenges. P6[SV] suggests that a thorough deliberation of all details could lead to debates among individuals unfamiliar with SBOM, potentially questioning its necessity. To circumvent this, a majority of SVs and SIs indicate their intention to integrate SBOM-related costs into their quality programs, thereby framing it as an operational expenditure rather than a capital one. For instance, P14[SV] asserts: “These are recurring costs that need to be incorporated into your services. Eventually, you will pass them on to the customer.”

3.2.2 SBOM Adoption Concerns. Table 5 lists the most significant adoption concerns perceived by stakeholders.

A significant concern for SBOM adoption is the Lack of Knowledge and Expertise cited by 69% of participants at various levels within the SSC. 8 out of 11 participants who raised this concern specifically mentioned the B2B stakeholder group for whom it will be too complex to derive value from SBOMs, given the current tooling and formats. P2[B2B] suggests that including SBOM in legislation could potentially help but expresses serious doubts about whether B2B customers would know what to do with it. P15[DEV] is more explicit, stating that “if there are no adequate tools to translate the SBOM format into clear information, customers would have no use for it.” People without a developer background may struggle to interpret the data presented in standardized formats. This issue is critical as it can lead to potential misuse of SBOMs, as P16[DEV] noted. 6 out of 11 participants expressed concerns about this factor also regarding SVs and SIs within the SSC. They encounter challenges when producing SBOMs and face difficulties understanding how to proceed. Many software companies lack insight into the third-party components they use for software development, as P8[SV] stated. Interestingly, P12[DEV] even raises a concern for developers: if it becomes mandatory for all developers to generate SBOMs, many inexperienced ones, having little to no knowledge of security practices, may not understand the expectations placed on them and may produce incorrect or useless SBOMs.

SBOM Limited Usefulness is caused by three distinct concern flavors: detailing and layering, SBOM selection, and mere compliance. First, a considerable number of participants (38%) express concerns regarding the level of detail and the layering of SBOMs throughout the SSC. They fear that if SBOMs are only produced at the commercial SV level based on first-order dependencies, this will not be enough to get actionable information. P13[DEV] confirms this by stating: “The later you are in the build process, the less accurate your SBOM will be. So if we want to have a complete benefit from SBOM, I guess it has to start all the way from the first open-source developer.” Ideally, one would want to have information about the whole dependency graph built on every stage. P10[DEV] strongly agrees with this: “It just means that you need the SBOMs at every layer. You can’t just retroactively go build them.” At the same time, it is not always necessary to produce SBOM at every layer. P16[DEV] indicates that it largely depends on the software ecosystem being used. Most modern programming language ecosystems rely on dependency managers (e.g., Maven for Java, Cargo for Rust, etc.) that simplify control over third-party components by resolving and downloading dependencies based on a dependency file that lists required components and version constraints. Some also offer the option to lock exact component versions in a separate ‘lock’ file. Consequently, in these ecosystems, creating a separate SBOM is usually unnecessary as it can be derived from the ‘lock’ file later. Open-source developers relying on dependency files typically don’t need to produce separate SBOMs for their components, as P14[SV] points out. However, commercial vendors should generate an SBOM when they compile software to encompass all third-party components in the final product, as P16[DEV] suggests. Indeed, at this stage, different dependency managers are used that frequently do not interoperate with each other. That is where SBOM becomes useful – as the abstraction layer on top of them. P15[DEV] fully agrees with this and sees SBOM as a kind of standardized format for representing the information about the dependencies provided by different ecosystems in the same way. Thus, it should be easier to build tooling around it and make use of the provided information.
Second, a relatively substantial proportion (44%) of participants emphasize the importance of the organization’s ability to select the specific applications and systems for which SBOMs are deemed necessary. It is unrealistic to have SBOMs available for every piece of software [32]. There is also a significant variation per sector and organization regarding the most critical components. For instance, regarding the distinction in criticality, P9[SI] states: “Compromised front-end systems may not have catastrophic consequences, but for back-end systems, such as payment providers where every euro becomes 10 euros, the impact is fatal.” At the same time, whether the selection is feasible remains to be seen. As previously mentioned, this is not always possible due to the uncertainty surrounding the final deliverable. Therefore, such selection could potentially be applicable solely to COTS software. Nevertheless, concerns exist even in this context, e.g., as prompted by P2[B2B] regarding potential discounts when customers forego SBOMs.

Finally, 38% of the participants share the belief that SBOM could potentially serve merely as a compliance requirement if mandated by law. For instance, P8[SV] pointed out that many of the security and compliance measures they must implement are merely checklists they must meet. Due to the inability to realize its value, SBOM becomes perceived as a mere formality. P10[DEV] and P16[DEV] both mentioned that this situation currently persists in the U.S. in the context of EO14028 [2]. Suppliers do produce SBOMs, and government agencies receive them, but the quality of the produced SBOMs and their consumption value remains low. At the same time, there are counterarguments to this view. P16[DEV] suggests that compliance as the starting incentive of SBOM adoption is not bad. The realization of its potential value can gradually follow. Similarly, P14[SV] sees it as a step-by-step maturity ladder: “The first step is to have a bill of materials. The next step is to manage the risks that come from it.” For instance, P11[B2B] believes that immediate quality requirements in legislation might not be necessary. Moreover, the required standards could significantly vary across sectors, organizations, applications, and beyond. Nonetheless, P3[B2B] thinks there might eventually be a need for more thorough regulations to ensure quality.

**Time or Effort Overheads** concern is mentioned by 50% of the participants. These overheads can be caused by several factors. The most common ones pertain to the storage and maintenance of SBOMs, having proper asset management in place, and governance of SBOM-related processes. Both P14[SV] and P16[DEV] highlighted that SBOMs must be seen as dynamic processes rather than static entities. They should provide real-time visibility into software components, their versions, licenses, vulnerabilities, and associated risks. They state that SBOM is not something one produces once and never looks at again. Instead, it needs to be continuously maintained and updated. This necessitates substantial time and effort, and, furthermore, the determination of who is accountable for this task. A quarter of the participants (25%) already mentioned issues regarding the maintenance of open-source components, with P12[DEV] indicating that this responsibility often falls on small groups that may lose interest or no longer have the time to maintain them. This lack of time among developers is also highlighted by P1[SI] and P7[SI]. Both state that developers in their organizations often face time constraints, which can lead to insufficient time for thorough testing of the incorporated software components. However, in response to this, P3[B2B] emphasizes the importance of security in this context: “We all want to develop faster and faster. However, if that development (based on OSS) that is happening faster and faster can no longer be secure, or if you can no longer properly maintain it, then it becomes a hindrance to innovation.”

Proper asset management is considered the foundational step before a party adopts SBOMs, which also requires additional time and effort. P16[DEV] asserts that asset management should be integrated as a core component of SBOM. Recognizing the importance of managing and documenting software assets enhances the overall
effectiveness of SBOM implementation. Without a clear understanding of the software ecosystem, effective utilization of SBOMs becomes challenging. This aligns with the point raised by P13[DEV] that organizations intending to engage with SBOMs should possess a certain level of security maturity. P3[B2B] expresses concerns about shadow IT, underscoring the risk of unauthorized software installations by employees. Maintaining visibility and control over the software landscape is critical in this context.

Lastly, organizing all necessary processes for a successful SBOM integration is more challenging than initially anticipated (P3[B2B], P7[SI]). Processing SBOMs, which includes acquiring and distributing them, requires engagement with various stakeholders, including legal departments and other parties within the organization. Establishing such a structure within an organization is challenging and time-consuming. Even the process of requesting SBOMs can be difficult. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of SBOMs adds more complexity. Both vendors and customers will likely encounter challenges in navigating the intricacies of SBOM governance.

One of the most important concerns mentioned by 50% of the participants is **Vulnerability Misclassification**. There are several aspects regarding this concern. The first relates to the fear of a high number of false positives resulting from a vulnerability analysis using an SBOM (mentioned by 31%). P9[SI] states that in many cases, Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) identified in an upstream component may not be exploitable in the final software product run by a B2B customer. This may happen due to the affected component being defined as a dependency but actually not being used during the compilation or at runtime or the vulnerable functionality being sandboxed or safeguarded. It is estimated [6] that more than 90% of all dependencies’ vulnerabilities are not exploitable in the final product. Consequently, customers may incorrectly pressure vendors to upgrade libraries that do not require upgrading, resulting in vendors expending valuable resources on low-priority issues by producing unnecessary patches. The process of assessing the exploitability of each vulnerability is too time-consuming. P12[DEV] noted that whether a vulnerability is exploitable may vary from one setup to another, so “you still have to interpret how much impact or risk it actually poses to your business. That assessment simply requires too much work.”

P14[SV] also mentioned that customers might be discouraged if they have never thoroughly scanned their software and then, for the first time, by performing a vulnerability analysis on an SBOM, found 300 vulnerabilities. They would have no idea how to proceed. Although a recently proposed Vulnerability-Exploitability eXchange format [31], which allows software suppliers to clarify whether a specific vulnerability in the dependency actually affects the final product, may mitigate this concern, it cannot eliminate it completely [7]. The second aspect is related to the practice of developers copy-pasting lines of code instead of formally importing the component (e.g., a library) from which the code originates and calling its functionality. This results in omitting known vulnerabilities associated with the component during vulnerability analysis (false negatives) because the SBOM does not reveal it as a dependency. Similar concerns arise when stakeholders require avoiding components from specific countries, highlighting the need for developers to disclose the code origin. P1[SI] recognizes this concern as when “someone uses a piece of code from Stack Overflow without any evidence of who originally created it.” The same sentiment is expressed regarding modern Large Language Model-based systems, such as ChatGPT. However, a number of participants (25% of the total) do not categorize copy-pasting as a specific SBOM problem. P9[SI] strongly supports this view and describes a scenario to illustrate that the consequences may be even not significant. For instance, in the case of Log4j, if an organization wants to check if it is vulnerable, it might run all potentially vulnerable code through a code checker or scanner and not rely on SBOM. This way, one could identify the problem even if it is present due to copy-pasted code.

Another concern raised by 19% participants pertains to **Financial Losses or Return on Investments for adopting SBOMs.** This concern can be viewed from software suppliers and consumers perspectives. Consumers, e.g., as pointed by P2[B2B], strongly question what level of security they are actually getting for a certain price, including with SBOMs. Security is subjective, which makes this assessment even more complex. Suppliers also emphasize the complexity of the trade-off between security and the costs of investments. This consideration is influenced by various external factors. For instance, P9[SI] states that “The challenge you often see here, depending on the market segment you’re in, is the quality you deliver in relation to the time you invest, so it’s really about return on investment.”

There are still areas for improvement in the current state of SBOM. Various concerns revolve around **Imperfect Tooling, Formats, and Vulnerability Databases.** Regarding tooling and automation, 44% of all participants emphasize their significance, with P1[SI] stating that “The success of SBOM is fully dependent on good tooling.” The developer stakeholder group represents the majority, with 80% mentioning this factor. In this group, 40% consider the existing SBOM tools to be immature. According to P14[SV], they are associated with quality issues such as accuracy and completeness, and too much manual work is still involved. P10[DEV] contributes to SBOM quality assurance tool projects and observes that the current tooling is immature and often lacks version numbers or unique identifiers, which is also acknowledged by the experts [4, 34]. This sentiment extends to the SBOMs provided to government agencies in the US when they acquire software. The premature state of tooling and automation increases time and effort overheads. The current reliance on manual processes may discourage SBOM consumption within the B2B stakeholder group and diminish the sought-after quality by SVs and SIs in their production. Lastly, P15[DEV] suggests that “if tooling is well integrated with commonly used package managers, then you’re already halfway there.”

Two participants highlighted the existence of various accepted and standardized SBOM formats, such as CycloneDX [36] and SPDX [23], as a concern for adoption. P13[DEV] suggests that it is not very clear which format should be used, and once that decision is made, appropriate tooling is required to generate SBOMs, perform vulnerability analysis and utilize SBOMs provided in other formats. “That’s all quite heavy to manage, and it requires maturity regarding software security, and not all companies have developers with that,” adds P13[DEV]. Similar concerns are expressed by P14[SV], who particularly emphasizes the lack of proper alignment between different formats, resulting in a disconnect in SBOM data. This remains a significant issue.
The last factor contributing to this concern regards the vulnerability databases that are commonly used for vulnerability analyses: once an SBOM is obtained, querying databases (open source or commercial) is necessary to retrieve the information about the corresponding CVEs. However, as P13[DEV] noted, the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [29] is not always precise in its vulnerabilities, so multiple databases need to be used to obtain accurate data, leading to the management of duplicates. An alternative is to create one but comprehensive database [5]. For instance, Google backs one such initiative for open source projects [1]. P14[SV] also mentions the difficulty of relating data on the developer side to data in databases such as the NVD, noting the lack of unique identifiers.

Previous studies [32, 33, 51] identified that there could be significant concern regarding the Threat to Intellectual Property (IP) because of SBOMs, but our findings showed that it was not perceived as severe as expected. Only one participant (6%) mentioned IP as a concern and significant concern for adoption. When we explicitly discussed the topic, seven participants (44%) acknowledged that SBOMs could potentially threaten IP. However, many participants stated that SBOMs might reveal some but not a significant amount of information, and the most critical IP is typically found not in the dependencies. To draw an analogy with nutrition labels, one cannot recreate the entire food product solely from the ingredients. Additionally, as long as SBOMs are not made public, there is no major problem. Concerning the public availability of SBOMs, no participants were particularly enthusiastic. P2[B2B] mentioned that “Transparency only works when everyone is transparent. In advance, you know not everyone will be.” Regarding the private availability of SBOMs, several factors were mentioned that mitigated concerns about IP. 25% of the participants suggested that Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) could be a solution. Additionally, two participants mentioned that reverse engineering could potentially be more effective for inferring the IP rather than the product’s dependencies.

3.3 Analysis of SBOM Adoption Potential

In this section, we aggregate the findings we made in this work and try to answer the question about the adoption potential of SBOM. To reach our goal, we employ the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [45] to estimate the potential of SBOM adoption within each stakeholder group, and the SWOT analysis framework [28, 48] to propose some strategies on how to promote the spread of this technology within a group. Then, by analyzing the relationships between these groups, we draw conclusions about the adoption potential of this technology in general.

Figure 2 shows the SWOT diagrams for each stakeholder group. To build these diagrams, we selected the incentives and concerns that we have identified in Section 3.2 for each stakeholder group, ordered them based on their importance (percentage of group participants who mentioned the corresponding item), and clustered within two dimensions: the first splits the factors based on their negative or positive influence on adoption, while the second divides them based on their relation to the group, i.e., whether the factors are more internally or externally influenced. Moreover, the diagrams in the upper and lower halves are related to more software-consuming software-producing groups correspondingly, while the horizontal distribution shows the degree of that relation, i.e., in the left half, the degree is stronger, in the right—weaker.

As the demand creates the supply, we start our SWOT analysis from the B2B stakeholders group. As we can see from Figure 2a, the most significant strength is the expectation that the presence of SBOMs will bring the Enhanced Security and Time or Effort Savings. Unfortunately, at the present moment, SBOM integration most probably leads to additional time and effort expenditures, while the benefits are not yet clear. Indeed, in the last several years, there were several high-profile attacks, e.g., Log4Shell [49] or PyTorch dependency confusion [41], which could have potentially led to huge damage, and where the use of SBOMs would probably improve the detection of the vulnerable components and reduce the reaction time. Luckily, due to the wide coverage of these vulnerabilities in the media, organizations managed to patch their systems in time. Moreover, in the case of Log4Shell [49], security experts quickly developed custom scanners which allowed one to detect the presence of the vulnerable dependency in a piece of software. Therefore, not surprisingly, SBOM Limited Usefulness is the main threat to SBOM adoption perceived by the B2B stakeholders, which all the participants from this group unanimously identify. Note that Lack of Knowledge is quite a strong weakness identified by this group. As we can see from our research, the B2B stakeholders have doubts about the usefulness of SBOMs for them, and moreover, they expect high cognitive demands to incorporate this technology. Thus, according to TAM, we can conclude that at the present moment, this stakeholder group has limited internal incentives for SBOM adoption. Definitely, the external stimulus in the form of Compliance would change the situation. However, currently, this factor is not yet that important for this group as only one participant has mentioned it.

SBOM adoption pursuit is much stronger for the SI group. Indeed, they perceive Compliance as a strong external stimulus. However, with strict compliance rules, they can start considering SBOM as a mere formality. If we continue the analogy with nutrition labels, food producers must provide them, but we, consumers, rarely read them. Moreover, the verification of these “SBOM nutrition labels” is challenging. It is also not clear who has to do this, how, and what are the consequences for providing incorrect data. Additionally, the SI group representatives see the value of SBOM in Improved Reputation or Trust and Improved Quality of Supplied Software. However, they also identify that the adoption of this technology may incur additional Financial Losses and may lead to additional Time or Effort Overheads. Similar factors are also important for the SV stakeholders group, but the influence of the threats is much weaker. Therefore, we assume that these two groups of stakeholders could be the main drivers behind the adoption of the technology.

SBOM adoption from the DEV stakeholders group is mainly driven by internal motivation factors: Ethical and Ideological principles and Improved Reputation or Trust, which was also confirmed in other studies [14]. While they can be strong motivators for an individual developer, in the long run, it is quite hard to maintain the same level of internal motivation if one is not rewarded. Still, the financial contributions are quite low to even popular software projects [24]. Although the situation has improved in the last several years, e.g., with the introduction of GitHub Sponsors [17] that allows individuals to support software development
projects, the individual developers within our study still have not mentioned financial benefits among the incentives. This is not surprising because features like SBOM do not directly contribute to the core functionality of the software product to which people mostly donate. Moreover, developing the projects in their own time as a hobby, the individual developers also do not need to comply. At the same time, as we can see from Figure 2c, the implementation of SBOM would require additional investments due to Lack of Knowledge and Time or Effort Overheads, while the SBOM Limited Usefulness for the DEV stakeholders remains a concern. All these factors lead us to conclude that the DEV group is currently least interested in the SBOM adoption.

As we can see from our analysis, the main producing and consuming stakeholders, namely DEV and B2B groups correspondingly, are currently incentivized in SBOM adoption the least. The main business stakeholders who can drive SBOM adoption are SI and SV groups. Given that, one possible strategy to accelerate SBOM proliferation is to rely on these two driving groups. For instance, they can pay individual developers for an SBOM as for an additional feature or become sponsors of the projects. Thus, individual developers would be interested in investing their time and efforts into SBOM adoption. To accelerate SBOM adoption among the B2B stakeholders, in the initial stage, compliance might help. However, the main efforts should be aimed at showing the usefulness of SBOMs and making this technology usage much easier.

4 LIMITATIONS

One notable constraint of our study is the relatively small sample size of participants within each stakeholder group. A larger size would contribute to a better validity of our results and might even bring more insights (for instance, NTIA identifies more benefits for SBOM usage [30]). Nevertheless, since our study’s objective is to comprehend the concerns and incentives surrounding SBOM adoption among stakeholders, even this sample size propels us toward our goal and introduces novel insights.

In addition to this evident limitation, another notable one is that, besides developers, there is a limited geographical distribution of the interviewees. Indeed, so as we start our search for participants among the customers of our partner and then go up across the stakeholder chains, this may affect the generalizability of findings, considering that perspectives on SBOM could vary across different countries, as pointed out by P6 [SV], who highlights differences in vulnerability perception between Dutch and German stakeholders.

In our study, we specifically focused on open-source developers contributing to SBOM-related projects, but another important subgroup is the developers who work inside a company and need to produce an SBOM or operate with one from their supplier. Their perspectives could be different. The B2B participants solely comprised employees from organizations working in relatively critical sectors, characterized by more mature cybersecurity standards. This could have influenced their perceptions and may not fully encompass all B2B organizations. Additionally, the similarities in work activities among the interviewed SVs and SIs might have yielded different findings if we had included participants from other sectors.

Another limitation stems from the heterogeneity in participants’ knowledge and understanding of SBOM. While the majority displayed a strong grasp of the subject, a few possessed limited or recently acquired knowledge. This discrepancy might have influenced their responses and perceptions, potentially impacting the generalizability of the findings. Acknowledging this limitation is imperative for a comprehensive interpretation of the study results.

The study also presents certain limitations concerning the methodology employed. Notably, the frequency analysis process lacked tracking the frequency of specific themes mentioned by each participant. Conducting this additional analysis could have provided deeper insights into the participants’ perspectives and the relative significance they attributed to various SBOM-related themes.
A limitation emerges during the theme identification process, stemming from the main researcher’s subjective interpretation of the dataset. Despite efforts to maintain rigor and comprehensiveness, theme identification inherently involves the main researcher’s judgment and potential bias.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we analyze the contributions of our work and position our findings within the context of the related studies. We highlight novelities, which our study brought to the field, and known facts from the existing literature, which we confirmed in our work.

Our research and some of the findings align with those of other studies that also identified certain incentives and concerns regarding SBOM adoption. The closest to our work is that of Xia et al. [50], where the authors have analyzed the empirical data gathered by interviewing 17 participants and surveying 65 respondents. They establish a goal model that focuses on the quality of generation and the (un)clarity of consumption benefits, which is in line with our work. However, we delve into the differences between the concerns and incentives of the involved stakeholder groups. This allows us to understand the motivations and barriers attributed to particular stakeholder groups and how they promote or hinder SBOM adoption in general through network effects. Additionally, there is a difference in the method of conducting the interviews. While the authors [50] asked the interviewees to assess the provided factors using the Likert scale, we conducted our study in a semi-structured open-ended-questions manner, thus providing the participants more freedom to express their opinions.

The work of Zahan et al. [51] also closely relates to ours as they aim to promote widespread SBOM adoption by identifying challenges, presenting clear use cases, and providing guidelines. For their research, they employed a grey literature study approach. They found out that the main benefits of SBOM adoption include better dependencies, vulnerabilities, and risk management. Other researchers [13, 16, 25, 35] list them as major benefits. In our study, we draw similar conclusions, finding that the main benefits are transparency and better vulnerability management. Challenges identified by Zahan et al. [51], such as tool-related issues, value depreciation due to vulnerability issues, and the time-consuming nature of SBOM consumption, are also aligned with our findings.

In our work, the interviewees predominantly highlighted the risk posed by compromised software components, often attributable to deficient maintenance or support, with Log4j serving as a frequently cited exemplar. Moreover, a recurring risk encompassed the apprehension of absent or slow responsiveness to SSC attacks of this nature. These findings are in line with the research conducted by Xinyuan Wang [47] and Martínez and Durán [25]. Martínez and Durán [25] undertook an exploratory review of literature, governmental information, and reports pertinent to the SolarWinds case, culminating in a recommended best practices. The work of Wang [47] accentuates the severity of SSC attacks and deconstructs the prerequisites for their prevention, proposing an information flow-based detection paradigm for software customers.

Some other concerns identified in the related literature also resonate with our findings. Arora et al. [9] mention SBOM concerns related to a limited understanding of tools and IP. Phillips et al. [38] observe that the quality of SBOMs is challenging to ascertain, as they are often not detailed and complete. However, they also emphasize that even a partial SBOM is better than no SBOM. The work by Bi et al. [10] does not only consider governance a concern but even addresses the need for a governance phase for SBOM.

Stephen Hendrick from Linux Foundation [21] explored the state of SBOM adoption by surveying 412 companies. At the time of the study, 76% of the organizations identified that they already had some level of SBOM readiness, 88% would start using it in 2023. Interestingly, the results of our study, done at the beginning of 2023, show a different picture: 69% of our participants did not witness widespread adoption and perceived little demand from their customers or expressed demand to their suppliers for SBOM. Other researchers [9, 27, 50, 51] also confirm our findings that the SBOM adoption demand is low. It is not clear to us what the cause of such different results is.

In addition to SBOM, the research has also been conducted for other cybersecurity challenges, examining various costs and benefits per stakeholder and customer-supplier relationships. For instance, Gunson et al. [19] present valuable empirical evidence through a controlled experiment, illustrating the trade-off between security and usability. This study also investigates diverse costs and benefits from the perspectives of stakeholders as well as customer-supplier relationships. Furthermore, insights from the work of Viega and Michael [46] reveal that friction is not uncommon in supplier-customer relationships concerning security matters. For instance, some vendors have been known to self-report their own security posture inaccurately.

6 CONCLUSION

Modern software development heavily relies on external components, a trend illustrated by Martínez and Durán [25] who estimate that around 97% of commercial software products incorporate open-source components, and an even greater percentage might rely on proprietary software. These dependencies form a complex network that is often inadequately documented, thus creating blind spots in the security of the final software. To enhance software transparency, the industry proposed the Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) concept, providing developers with a facility to list the dependencies and describe their properties. Although SBOM offers significant potential, its adoption remains limited.

This study delves into reasons for low SBOM adoption among four business stakeholder groups. Through semi-structured interviews, we explored their incentives and concerns regarding SBOM adoption. Our analysis reveals that B2B customers and individual developers exhibit the least motivation, underscoring the responsibility of software vendors and integrators in driving the adoption. We conclude that the most crucial step in achieving this goal is to demonstrate the usefulness and simplify the use of SBOMs.
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A RESEARCH PROTOCOL

A.1 Research Questions

Main Research Question

- What are the main incentives and concerns regarding SBOM among stakeholders in the SSC, and how do these impact its adoption?

Research Sub-Questions

- SQ1: What are the stakeholder-specific incentives and concerns?
- SQ2: What factors impact the adoption of SBOM?

A.2 Collection of Empirical Data

Invitation and Explanation

The purpose of this research study is to gain insights into how the current set of incentives among the key stakeholders in the software supply chain inhibit the adoption of the Software Bill of Materials (SBOM). In this study, participants will be presented with open-ended questions that initially cover a broad range of topics and progressively focus on specific areas. The interview is estimated to take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. Transcripts of the interviews will be anonymized. The data collected will be utilized for publication in academic repositories. The data will be stored for up to 2 years maximum. If data is published further, only anonymized summaries of interviews will be shared.

A.3 Interview Questions

Demographics

- SV, SI & B2B: What industry does your company operate in and what is your position within the company?
- DEV: What are open source projects that you predominantly contribute to?
- How many years have you been working/active in the software field?
- Can you explain how you see the software supply chain, and possible risks?
- Can you explain your understanding of SBOM?
- Do you (and/or the company) have experience with SBOM?

Most Important Questions

- What are your expected benefits of SBOM for you or the software supply chain as a whole?
- What could be drivers/interests or incentives for you to either do or not adopt SBOM?
- Do you have concerns about SBOM or its technical capabilities, and if so, which ones?

More Specific Questions

- Do you think SBOMs are useful in managing and mitigating risks, and if so, what risks?
- B2B: Would you spend more on purchasing third-party software that comes with SBOM, and if so, what percentage/how much?
- SV & SI: Do you think you can pass on the cost of producing SBOMs to the customer?

- B2B: Is trust (e.g., reputation) an important factor in choosing a system integrator or software vendor to buy software, and why?
- SV & SI: Could customer trust (e.g., reputation) in you be an important factor in adopting a concept like SBOM?
- DEV: Are there any specific reasons why you contribute to open-source projects?
- How many resources (financial/time) do you spend on finding vulnerabilities in your software?
- Can you give your opinion/view on the current regulations regarding software supply chains?
- Do you think legislative measures are needed to make SBOM widely adopted, and why?
- Do you think customers should be able to view SBOMs prior to purchase, or only after purchase?
- Could SBOM be a threat to the intellectual property of developers/vendors/integrators?
- Do you have other (technical) concerns about SBOM or its technical capabilities, and if so, which ones?
- DEV, SV & SI: Are there already “demand” signals from the customers?
- B2B: If you want it, does your company give off enough “demand” signals to suppliers?
- If you were to describe your sentiment regarding SBOM and its potential for success (negative, skeptical, neutral, optimistic or really positive), what would you choose?